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Tunis Futures Lab
Join Tunisia’s boldest—and bravest—minds to imagine alternative futures and construct 
scenarios around the question “What If the Future Were Rural? Imagining Just Food 
Systems in Tunisia.”  

Build Think Engage Connect

Convened by New Silk Roads, the Futures Lab will equip you with the skills, tools, and community to imagine novel 
scenarios for just food systems in Tunisia. During this Lab, you will:

Through a mix of intensive sprints and periods of slowdown and reflection, the Futures Lab invites deep engagement 
around the power of future imaginings and the Lab theme. Lab activities include full-day work sessions, field visits, and 
an international speaker series featuring leading futurists, thematic experts, and creatives. The Lab will also look to the 
lessons of the past to push beyond nostalgia and to use history as a springboard for imagining novel futures. The Lab 
will culminate with the opportunity to collectively construct bold future scenarios for food production systems in 
Tunisia. 

your future thinking skills, 
including scenario-building, 
signal identification, 
backcasting, and strategic 
foresight 

 more creatively and 
optimistically about your role 
in constructing the future

 with leading voices from 
around the world to acquire 
new perspectives on the 
future of food systems 

with an interdisciplinary 
community of business 
leaders, researchers, 
creatives, and other 
practitioners in Tunisia 

Futures thinking works best collectively and by engaging a diversity of 
perspectives. The 2021 Futures Lab in Tunis will convene a highly 
selective cohort of business leaders, academics, entrepreneurs, 
researchers, officials, creatives, and other practitioners. Lab 
participation is strictly limited to a maximum of 20 participants. 

New Silk Roads believes that the ongoing climate crisis is equal parts 
environmental and social. Through this lens, the  2021 Tunis Futures 
Lab asks: “What If the Future Were Rural? Imagining Just Food 
Systems in Tunisia.”  

Using futures thinking, Lab participants will construct their own 
preferred scenarios for the future of food systems in Tunisia. The Lab 
will imagine the future of food in Tunisia beyond “used” future tropes, 
transcending false human-nature dichotomies and resisting “quick 
solution” fixes of techno-optimism.   

02    Theme

01    Who
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https://www.newsilkroads.com/


The 2021 Tunis Futures Lab will run from early July to mid-November 2021 for a 
combined total of ten days. The Lab will convene intermittently for in-person work 
sessions and an online speakers series. Kindly note that the exact timing and 
profiles for the speaker series will be announced in early September.

Kindly note that all necessary COVID-19 related precautions will be taken, including social distancing and masks worn at all times. New Silk Roads 
will adjust the Futures Lab schedule or activities format as needed and in accordance with local health requirements and recommendations.

19-21h: Opening Reception 
New Silk Roads Villa, 18 Rue de Medine, Tunis

Friday 
July 9, 
2021

09-17h: Journey Into the Future: What Is Futures Thinking?
Dar Ben Gacem Kahia, 16 Rue El Kahia, Tunis  

Saturday 
July 10, 
2021

10 - 15h: Multiple Possible Futures? Beyond Utopia, Dystopia, and "Used" Futures   
Dar Ben Gacem Kahia, 16 Rue El Kahia, Tunis  

Sunday 
July 11, 
2021 

09-17h: Your Futures Thinking Toolbox: Signals, Drivers, and Transformation 
Futures of the Future 
New Silk Roads Villa, 18 Rue de Medine, Tunis 

Saturday 
September 11, 
2021

10-17h: Whose Futures? Imagining Our Preferred Futures
L’Heredium, Tebourba (Transportation will be arranged)

Saturday 
September 25, 
2021

09-17h: What If the Future Were Rural? Imagining Scenarios for Just Food Systems 
in Tunisia (Day One)
New Silk Roads Villa, 18 Rue de Medine, Tunis  

Saturday 
October 9, 
2021

09-17h: What If the Future Were Rural? Imagining Scenarios for Just Food Systems 
in Tunisia (Day Two)
New Silk Roads Villa, 18 Rue de Medine, Tunis 

Sunday 
October 10, 
2021 

03 Schedule 
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09-17h: Telling the Story of the Future: Just Food Systems for Tunisia
New Silk Roads Villa, 18 Rue de Medine, Tunis  

Saturday 
October 23,
2021

Closing Reception & Celebration
Location: To be determined 

Thursday 
November 5, 
2021



What is futures thinking? 

“Futures thinking” refers to established methods and tools for imagining multiple, possible futures and understanding 
the assumptions behind these imagined futures. Grounded in exploring over prediction, and possibility over certainty, 
futures thinking asks what could happen, not what will happen. By articulating a range of possible futures, futures 
thinking helps us to identify the transformational processes behind future outcomes and identify our roles in the 
present in bringing about the desired futures which we imagine. 

Do I need previous knowledge of futures thinking to participate in the Futures Lab?

Nope. This lab is precisely designed for experienced professionals with little to no previous exposure to futures 
thinking. 

Do I need to be an expert in the lab topic? 

Not at all. All lab participants will bring their relative knowledge and backgrounds related to the lab theme, be it a 
specific form of business expertise, deep academic knowledge, or grounded personal experience. The Lab speaker 
series will also invite leading futurists, thematic experts, and creatives interrogating the history, and future of, food 
systems in Tunisia. 

The 2021 Tunis Futures Lab is collectively designed and managed 
by a team of educators, historians, facilitators, social entrepreneurs, 
and social impact specialists. 

Katie Bentivoglio manages New Silk Roads’ futures thinking programs. Katie contributes to the overall organization of 
the Futures Lab, including program design, curriculum development, and participant engagement. She has spent 
nearly a decade working at the intersections of program design, community building, and creative expression in the 
Middle East, Africa, and Europe, including on several programs which support alternative future imaginings.

Katie Bentivoglio, Futures Lab Manager

Dhafer Ben Khalifa is a university lecturer teaching applied arts and product design. He is also the co-founder of the 
Collectif Créatif association, which aims to develop social inclusion through art and creative industries. His work 
includes a multidisciplinary approach involving ecological resilience through creative solutions and design, workforce 
development, and entrepreneurship in creative industries, bridging the gap between academia and practice, and 
related subtopics. Dhafer has previously facilitated futures thinking activities in Tunisia.

Dhafer Ben Khalifa, Lead Facilitator 

Frequently asked questions04
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Leila Ben-Gacem is an Askoka fellow and social/cultural entrepreneur. Through her company Blue Fish, Leila develops 
projects which support the social and economic viability of artisanship, culture, and urban spaces. Leila is the founder 
of Dar Ben Gacem and Dar el Harka, two social enterprises which are aimed towards supporting the preservation and 
flourishing of the Tunis Medina. Leila is also an elected municipal council member in her hometown, Beni-Khalled. 

Leila Ben-Gacem, Thematic Advisor

Helga Delaere is the Director of New Silk Roads and assists the Futures Lab with outreach strategy and international 
partner management. Helga’s experiences span the fields of cultural entrepreneurship, international cooperation, 
social impact and creative industries. Helga has been the Business Director at the creative collective Lima Limo, a 
Community Architect at Enviu- creating world changing companies- and the project manager for the first regional 
Coworking Summit in Tunis (2015), amongst other activities. 

Helga Delaere, Communications and Outreach

Mohamed El Mongy is a facilitator, dialogue practitioner, and mediator with over 20 years of experience in sustainable 
development. A passionate pan-Africanist, Mohamed co-founded the Nile Forum for Nile Basin residents to engage in 
meaningful conversation, collective learning processes, and means to reconnect with the land. Mohamed has worked 
in Egypt, Senegal, Ghana, Kenya, and Morocco and previously facilitated futures thinking workshops with New Silk 
Roads in Egypt.

Mohamed El Mongy, Curriculum Designer 

Arthur Steiner is an art historian who is passionate about the role of Arts, culture, and digital technology in tackling 21st 
century challenges. He is the co-founder of Digital Earth, a fellowship for artists to reimagine the dominant narrative of 
our digital futures and has also curated various programs and art exhibitions at the Centre Pompidou, Jameel Arts 
Centre, Ashkal Alwan and Strelka. He has co-initiated the Forces of Art research initiative which led to the publication: 
Forces of Art: Perspectives from a Changing World (Valiz) and is editor of Vertical Atlas (forthcoming). 

Arthur Steiner, Strategic Advisor 

Ines Khedira has been exploring the field of non-formal education as an education designer and facilitator since 2013. 
As a member of the Alwan wa Awtar team in Cairo, she has spent years experimenting with the ways that art can be 
used for education and learning. Ines earned her MA in English Education in 2017 with a research focus on the  use of 
film in the classroom. 

Ines Khedira, Curriculum Designer

Evert Faber van der Meulen works with the curriculum development team on processes to spark collective imagination, 
drawing from Islamic history, German philosophy, Catholic mysticism, and rugby. Or darts. He also specializes in 
designing and facilitating trainings in fundraising, theory of change, and impact evaluations. Evert was previously a 
lecturer at Leiden University.

Evert Faber van der Meulen, Curriculum Advisor
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In Partnership With

The GreenWorks Program is implemented by an Alliance led by Hivos and funded by the Dutch Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs. GreenWorks contributes to climate change mitigation by creating sustainable business and job opportunities in 
North Africa’s green economies. 

About Hivos GreenWorks

About New Silk Roads
New Silk Roads offers a range of futures thinking programs focused on collectively imagining preferred futures and 
producing bold, innovative future scenarios. New Silk Road’s work is guided by the values of the silk roads of the past: 
trust, connectedness, and international solidarity. For over ten years, New Silk Roads has been working with a range of 
clients, including international civil society organisations, social enterprises, private foundations, donor agencies, 
investors, and creative agencies. 

https://www.newsilkroads.com/
https://mena.hivos.org/program/greenworks/#:~:text=The%20GreenWorks%20Program%2C%20implemented%20by,green%20economy%20in%20North%20Africa.

